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The main topics in the present report are:
-

A general method for the assessment of the audibility of low frequency sounds both in
relation to the hearing threshold and in relation to masking from background noise

-

Criteria for qualified reporting of wind turbine studies

-

A literature study where the data found are compared according to the principles mentioned above

DELTA, 30 April 2008

Torben Holm Pedersen
Acoustics
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Summary
This literature study concentrates on the low frequency noise from wind turbines. In the
start of this report some background and a number of definitions are given.
Conclusions on the audibility of the low frequency noise in the literature are often made
from psycho-acoustic inadequate procedures and methods. In order to qualify the conclusions of the audibility of low frequency sounds a method for calculating the audibility of
low frequency sound (and infrasound) has been defined prior to the literature study.
The method defines the audibility of low frequency broad band sounds (from wind turbines) both in relation to the absolute hearing threshold and in relation to masking thresholds (wind noise in vegetation). For narrow band noise or tonal sounds the procedure will
give the same results as other known methods. The method is psycho-acoustic reasonable
but so far untested by listening tests. A verification of the method (with listening test with
general noise types) may minimize the need for tests with many specific wind turbine and
background noise samples and combinations. The method is described in short form in the
Appendix.
Investigations of the low frequency sound insulation and background noise (wind noise)
from other parts of the project has been taken into account. There are large differences of
these matters from location to location and therefore it has been chosen to give general
statements based on averages.
It has been a problem to find well documented data and bring them on a common form for
direct comparison, because important information is missing. Especially data on large turbines are missing and data for both indoor and outdoor conditions are missing. Often the
articles and reports have an insufficient documentation of the sound sources (the turbines)
their operating conditions (wind speed etc.) and the measurement locations and instrumentations. Therefore a set of criteria for qualified reporting of wind turbine studies has been
formulated mainly for sorting the references but hopefully also for a better future documentation for such studies.
The following conclusions can be drawn:
-

The noise from modern large wind turbines is dominated by the aerodynamic noise
from the blades rotating in the air. The mid and high frequency aerodynamic noise
is modulated by the low blade passage frequency (~1 Hz).

-

It is found that the “swishing sound” is the highest ranking and that “Low frequency” is one of the two lowest ranking sound characteristic descriptors in relation to annoyance. It is recommended that “attention should be focused on the audio frequency fluctuating swish”. A metric for this effect has been found.
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-

There is general agreement that wind turbines do not emit audible infrasound. The
levels are far below the hearing threshold.

-

Audible low frequency sound occurs both indoor and outdoor, but the levels are in
general close to the hearing and/or masking threshold. There seem to be agreement
that it is not considered to be a problem, or it have not been shown that this is a
major factor contributing to annoyance.

-

Other noise sources e.g. road traffic emit low frequency noise of higher levels in
their vicinity. It has been found that the low frequency sound is audible for normal
hearing persons if no other sound than the natural background noise is masking the
wind turbine noise.

-

At a distance of 6 hub heights it seems that in average the noise levels from the
turbines are close to the Danish outdoor noise limits, but in all cases the indoor Aweighted low frequency limit for LpA, LF seem to be observed.

-

Data seem to show that turbines larger than 2 MW electrical power in average give
slightly higher sound power levels than the smaller turbines. Apart from low frequency tones from some prototype turbines the low frequency part of the spectrum
is not more dominant for the larger turbines.

-

Tones may occur and large turbines may have tones of lower frequencies due to
the lower rotational speed. Audible tones increase the annoyance but they can be
avoided by good design.

-

It has been found that the annoyance of low frequency sound increases more rapidly with the level than for sounds of higher frequencies when the sound is audible.
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Introduction
Wind turbines generate noise that may annoy neighbours to the turbines. Although the
emitted noise per kW has decreased during the years there is still a need for noise limits set
up by the authorities for regulation of the environmental noise emissions from the turbines.
These restrictions should limit the noise annoyance to an acceptable level. The limits for
the noise are laid down under the presumption that the A-weighted noise levels and the
audibility of tones from the turbine are sufficient descriptors of the noise for quantification
of the environmental noise impact. In the public debate infrasound and low frequency
sound have been mentioned as possible reasons for increased annoyance, especially for the
large turbines. Although a large number of measurements indicate that these effects are not
prominent, systematic studies of these effects have not been performed until now.
As a first step a literature survey has been made on the issue of low frequency noise and
infrasound from wind turbines [42]. The conclusion from this survey was that infrasound
levels from wind turbines are so low, that they do not constitute a problem. This result is
confirmed by some of the references for the present project and therefore infrasound issue
will only be dealt with as side remarks if it incidentally is mentioned in the references for
this project.
The present study will concentrate on the low frequency noise. From the start it was clear,
that the conclusions on the audibility of the low frequency noise in the literature often
were made from psycho-acoustic inadequate procedures and methods. In order to qualify
the conclusions of the audibility of low frequency sounds a procedure for calculating the
audibility of low frequency sound (and infrasound) has been defined as part of this literature study.

2.

Purpose
The purpose of the project is to enlighten the following issues:
1. Do wind turbines generate low-frequency sound to an extent that it needs special
attention?
2. Is low-frequency sound a special source of annoyance (indoor and/or outdoor) for
people living in the vicinity of wind turbines?
3. Is the relative content of low-frequency sound a special problem for the large (1-4
MW) modern wind turbines
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4. Is the relative content of low-frequency sound larger for the large turbines than for
other noise sources (industrial noise, traffic noise, or wind-induced background
noise)?
These issues will also be pursued in the literature study.
Usually the limits for wind turbine noise are stated as A-weighted sound pressure levels at
one or more wind speeds. In Denmark these limits are defined in reference [7]. According
to this regulation the following noise limits in apply
Wind speed at 10 m height

6 m/s

8 m/s

Near the nearest residence in the open country

42 dB(A)

44 dB(A)

In noise sensitive areas, such as residential or recreational areas

37 dB(A)

39 dB(A)

Figure 1
Danish outdoor noise limits for wind turbines at 6 and 8 m/s wind speeds referred to a
height of 10 m.

The low frequency part of the noise needs special attention if the noise limits are complied
with and:
- the low frequency content is audible i.e. above the hearing threshold and the masking thresholds in background noise
- the low frequency content constitutes a specially annoying characteristic of the
wind turbine noise.
The last question may be very difficult to answer specifically because the low frequency
noise may not appear independent of other annoying characteristics such as swishing
sounds from the turbine blades and tones from the gear and other parts
Both sound propagation and sound insulation will increase the relative content of low frequency noise. This may cause this characteristic to be prominent, especially indoor. Furthermore the masking background noise indoor may be very low.
It is of course relevant to investigate if the low frequency content of the noise is larger or
relatively larger for the big modern turbines compared to the older and minor types.
Furthermore it is relevant to compare the low frequency content of the noise from wind
turbines with the low frequency content in noise from other sources. By this comparison it
should be taken into consideration that the annoyance of noise from wind turbines is larger
than for the same A-weighted levels of noise from other sources.
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If we look at the problems from source to receiver, then we want to answer the following
questions:
- does large modern wind turbines emit more or relatively more low frequency noise
than the older and minor types?
- is the low frequency content more dominating than for other types of sources, e.g.
traffic noise?
- is the low frequency content above the hearing threshold and the masking thresholds in background noise outdoors and indoors at distances where the noise limits
for the A-weighted levels are met?
- is the low frequency content a special annoying characteristic of wind turbine
noise if the noise limits for the A-weighted levels are met?

3.

Definitions

3.1

Total noise, wind turbine noise, and background noise
The total noise is all the noise present in the position for the observation. The total noise is
the sum of wind turbine noise and the background noise.
The wind turbine noise is the noise from the wind turbine ideally with no background
noise or at least corrected for the background noise in the measuring position. The wind
turbine noise is often characterized by the A-weighted sound pressure level. Usually the
most important frequency range for the A-weighted level is the 200-2000 Hz range. If a
sufficient Signal to Noise ratio for wind turbine noise and background noise can be obtained in this range reliable data for the A-weighted wind turbine noise can be obtained.
This means, that when spectra of wind turbine noise is shown it is either spectra of the total noise or spectra corrected for background noise at these frequencies, but maybe not at
the low frequencies due to an insufficient signal to noise ratio in this range. When spectra
for wind turbine noise are found in reports and literature, effort should be made to find out
whether it is total noise or wind turbine noise in the full frequency range. The wind turbine
noise may be measured on a plate on the ground near the wind turbine, the normal procedure, or it may be measured at the nearest residence. Some of the characteristics of the
wind turbine noise may change with distance e.g. the prominence of tones and the swishing character of the aerodynamic noise from the rotor blades.
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The background noise is in this connection the noise from any other source than the wind
turbine. Noise from traffic, industry and farming usually decrease in the evenings at night
and in the weekends. Background noise from leisure activities may have other patterns.
Wind generated noise in vegetation surrounding residents is independent of the day in the
week and to some extent the time of day and is always present to a degree only depending
on the wind speed and direction and maybe the time of the year. Furthermore the vegetation noise increases with wind speed. For off-shore installations noise from waves at the
shore may contribute to the natural background noise, but at the residents the vegetation
noise is normally the main natural background noise source. So when discussing natural
background noise in relation to wind turbines in this technical note there is normally meant
natural wind generated background noise in vegetation. This may be measured at two different locations:
- On the plate at the ground in connection with the wind turbine measurements for
the purpose of correcting the total noise to get the wind turbine noise
- At the nearest residence, measuring height 1-1,5 m, usually to for the purpose of
measuring the prominence of tones from the wind turbine, but for this project also
for investigating masking effects in general
Usually the wind generated background noise has the highest levels in the last mentioned
situation unless the wind speed here is considerably lower than at the location of the wind
turbine.
The wind generated background noise level increases more with wind speed than the wind
turbine noise, so masking is more pronounced a high wind speeds.
In both the above mentioned locations also wind generated noise in the microphone will
occur as part of the background noise. The type of wind screen will have influence on this
type of noise. Ideally the wind screen should prevent this type of background noise to be
dominating, but it is not always the case.
Both the wind turbine noise and the background noise can be characterised in a number of
ways as e.g. the equivalent A-weighted levels, LAeq, the maximal levels (e.g. with time
weighting F) Lp.A max F, the level exceeded a certain percentage of the time e.g. 95%, L95.
Spectra showing the frequency content is usually also measured either in 1/3 octave bands
or as narrow band analysis. The spectre is usually the average over some specified period
of time.
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Figure 2
It is necessary to take both variations in time and spectral differences into account when
comparing noise from two different sources. The figure is only a sketch for illustration of
principles and is not based on real data.

As illustrated in Figure 2 it is not sufficient simply to compare the averaged A-weighted
sound pressure levels, LAeq when comparing the wind turbine noise with the background
noise. Both spectral differences and level variations shall be taken into account.

3.2

Infrasound and low frequency sound
In this note the term infrasound will be used for sound below 20 Hz. Sound in the frequency range 20-200 Hz1 will be called low-frequency sound. There are no physical, physiological, or psychological reasons for this subdivision which is mainly conventional. In
spite of the name infrasound (below the audible range) there is nothing mysterious about
infrasound. It can be heard if the sound pressure level is high enough. See the definition of
hearing threshold below.

3.3

Hearing threshold for tones and narrow band noise
The hearing threshold is defined as the level of sound (measured with the test person absent) at which an otologically normal person of age 18-25 years with binaural listening
gives 50 % correct detection response.

1

When the low frequency range is measured in 1/3 octave bands according to te Danish legislation the
centre frequencies of the 1/3 bands in the range 10-160 Hz are included, se section 3.6.

Sound Pressure level, dB
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Figure 3
The average hearing threshold for pure tones in a free field (full line). The curve is constructed on basis of data from Møller & Pedersen, threshold proposal [33] (2-14 Hz), Watanabe & Møller [52](16 Hz) and ISO 389-7 [17](20-1000 Hz).The inverse A-curve is
shown with a broken line.

According to reference [35] the standard deviation for the individual threshold is around 5
dB both for the “normal” range and for the low and infrasonic range. Individuals with a
threshold several standard deviation lower than normal are seen, but as a normal distribution of the thresholds are assumed these are rare. According to reference [33] there is no
reason to suspect any effect of the sound field (free field (outdoor) or pressure (indoor) for
frequencies below 125 Hz, and according to reference [17] there is no difference between
the threshold in a free field (pure sinusoidal tones) and diffuse field (1/3 octave bands of
noise, indoor) below 250 Hz. Above 250 the differences between the threshold for tones
and 1/3 octave band noise is generally below 3 dB with a few exceptions in the 6-10 kHz
region.
From the figure it is seen that the difference between the inverse A-weighting and the
hearing threshold in the frequency range 20-200 Hz is up to 28 dB, so the A-weighting is
not a good approximation to the sensitivity of the hearing at threshold levels.
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Among researchers there seem to be general agreement that sounds below the (individual)
hearing threshold cannot cause direct negative effects such as annoyance2). This also holds
for the low-frequency and infrasound ranges.

3.4

Loudness
For pure tones curves for equal loudness, i.e. curves where tones with different frequencies
are perceived as equally loud, are given in Figure 4.

Figure 4
Equal loudness contours from ISO 226 , [15], presented together with the inverse Aweighting curve (red line)

2)

Indirect effects such as rattling windows may occur, but these effects are not considered as direct low
frequency or infrasound problems.
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For comparison the inverse A-weighting curve is shown in the same figure. It is seen that
the A-weighting is a good approximation to the sensitivity of the hearing for frequencies
below 1000 Hz at a loudness level of 50 phon.

Figure 5
Loudness at low and infrasonic frequencies. Figure from reference [36] ________Møller &
Andresen ----- Whittle [53].______ A-weighting (curve added for this technical note)

Figure 5 shows the loudness curves at low and infrasonic frequencies together with the Aweighting curve. It is often said the A-weighting underestimates the level in this frequency
range, but this is a very general statement. By looking at this figure, it can be seen that at
40 phon an underestimation only takes place at frequencies below 10 Hz compared to the 1
kHz reference frequency. From Figure 3 and Figure 4 it will be seen that in the frequency
range down to 20 Hz the A-weighting actually overestimates the low frequency region for
levels at 50 phones and below. It may be concluded, that for frequencies and levels relevant for wind turbine noise the A-weighting does not underestimate the levels at low and
infrasonic frequencies.
From the figures it will also be seen that at the low and infrasonic frequencies the interval
between the equal loudness contours are smaller than at higher frequencies, and this socalled “narrowing of the dynamic range” is very marked in the infrasound range. As there
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are some variations between the individual hearing thresholds (of the magnitude +/- 5dB),
this means that low-frequency sound or infrasound that is inaudible to one person may be
clearly audible or even rather loud to another, (especially in the infrasound range).

3.5

Critical bands
The critical bands are an important property of the hearing. The basis for the detection and
loudness perception of a sound and for the masking of one sound with another is the critical bands.
It is the total sound pressure level in a critical band of a sound, that determines if it is audible and how loud it is perceived. A tone complex, with a number of tones (each with levels below the hearing threshold) will for instance be audible if they are in the same critical
band and if the total level of the tones are above the threshold. Tones outside the critical
band do not contribute to the audibility. The same applies for noise; if a narrow band frequency analysis is made then it is the energy sum of all lines in a critical band that determines whether it is audible and how loud it is perceived.
The detection of sound in different critical bands are as a first approximation independent
of each other, so if the level of a broad band noise in a number of critical bands are just
below the threshold the probability of detection may in principle be calculated by statistical means from the “dose-response” curves for each critical band. Only if a number of
bands are close to the threshold (and the rest below) this procedure is relevant.
In general we can therefore anticipate that if the level per critical band is above the hearing
threshold the sound may be heard by normal hearing persons (if it is not masked by other
sounds)
Above 500 Hz the bandwidths of the critical bands may be approximated to a relative
bandwidth of 20%3. The relative bandwidth of 1/3 octave bands are 23 %. Therefore it
may with approximation be concluded that if the level of a noise in any critical band exceeds the thresholds for 1/3 octave band noise (see Figure 3 and succeeding remarks) it
will be audible. Below 500 Hz the critical bands are approximately 100 Hz wide. There are
some discussions among researchers whether the lowest critical band is 20-100 Hz or 0100 Hz. This may be seen as a consequence of a limited knowledge of the critical band
concept at the lowest frequencies. In this note it is anticipated that the lowest critical band

3

The level in a critical band with this approximation will deviate less than 1,2 dB from the Zwicker
critical bands (which may be found in reference [56]) for a flat spectrum. This is found to be acceptable compared to uncertainties of measured spectra and the spread in the individual hearing thresholds.
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is 0-100 Hz and that the knowledge and observations known for the critical bands in general also apply to the lowest band. The critical bands are not centred at any specific frequencies but can occur at any frequency (corresponding to any position on the basilar
membrane in the ear).
To find the total level in a critical band from a frequency analysis for frequencies below
500 Hz it is in general necessary to combine a number of analysis bandwidths. Within the
critical bands below 500 Hz, the minimum audible sound pressure level of a tone or a narrow band noise also varies considerably, see Figure 6.

Frequency band, Hz
Threshold change, dB

20-100
52

100-200
12,1

200-300
5

300-400
2,5

400-500
1,8

Figure 6
The variation of the minimum audible sound pressure level within a critical band.

This means, that especially for the low frequency region the change in the sensitivity of
the hearing is so large that it does not seem reasonable to combine the levels in different
analysis bands without some sort of frequency weighting. (From Figure 3 it is seen that the
A-weighting is a poor approximation to the hearing threshold).

3.6

Low frequency A-weighted sound pressure level, LpA, LF
LpA ,LF the low frequency A-weighted sound pressure level is used in the Danish legislation
to characterize low frequency noise [32]. LpA,LF is the A-weighted energy sum of the 1/3
octaves 10-160 Hz. The indoor limit for evening and night is proposed to LpA, LF = 20 dB
(as a Leq value over 10 minutes when the noise is maximal).
In reference [46] this Danish assessment method, published in reference [32], was compared to six other assessment methods: The Swedish SOSFS 1996:7, the German DIN
45680, a proposal for a Polish method, two Dutch methods and the C-weighted level. A
laboratory investigation of the annoyance of low frequency noises was performed. Eighteen normal hearing test subjects listened to eight different noises and evaluated the loudness and the annoyance. The noises had considerable low frequency content. The Danish
method gave the best relation to the subjective assessments made by the test persons.
For wind turbine noise the energy sum of two lowest critical bands of the A-weighted
wind turbine noise as defined in section 6.1 equals in practice LpA, LF,
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Masking thresholds and audibility of tones and narrowband noise
In the preceding sections the hearing threshold was defined for tones and narrow band
noise in quiet surroundings. If other sounds are present the threshold levels will be increased due to masking from these sounds. The increased threshold levels are called the
masking threshold. The masking threshold depends on the nature and the spectrum of the
masking sounds. For wind turbines the masking sounds are typically noise from wind in
the vegetation and noise from traffic. Both these types of noise are of broadband nature.
The masking threshold and the audibility of tones and narrowband noise can be found
from the method described in ISO 1996-2 Annex C [18] and reference [44], and will not
be described in detail here.
10
8

K T = 6 dB
K T = 5 dB

6

K T = 4 dB
K T = 3 dB

Lpt - Lpn [dB]

3.7
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4

K T = 2 dB
K T = 1 dB

2

K T = 0 dB

0
-2

Masking threshold

-4
-6
31,5

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

16000

Centre frequency of the critical band [Hz]

Figure 7
Masking threshold and curves for determining the adjustment, KT to be added to the measured LAeq. Lpt is the total sound pressure level of the tones in the critical band, and Lpn is
the total sound pressure level of the masking noise in the critical band. From reference[18]

From Figure 7 from this document it can be seen that the masking threshold for tones below 200 Hz is 2 dB below the noise level of the surrounding critical band. A penalty of 0-6
dB is added to the measured LAeq of the noise when the tone level is from 2-8 dB above the
noise level in the critical band.
The ISO 1996-2 Annex C method takes the problems at low frequencies into account by
calculating the tone to noise ratio in the critical bands (see the more detailed discussion in
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section 4) from an A-weighted spectrum. From practical examples with a number of tones
in the lowest critical band, this has been shown to be more reasonable than using an unweighted (linear) spectrum. Nevertheless it should be noted that this procedure have not
been tested systematically at low and infrasonic frequencies.

3.8

Annoyance
Noise annoyance is an emotional and attitudinal reaction from a person exposed to noise in
a given context. Annoyance includes the modifying effect of personal and context variables.
In (laboratory) experiments the context is missing and the test persons are often not the
same as the ones exposed to the noise in their homes. The missing context is often sought
compensated by letting the test persons imagine a scenario (“imagine that you are sitting in
your garden...”). The relations between experimental annoyance (“annoyance potential”)
and the annoyance experienced “at home” are often unknown.
Annoyance should be measured by socio-acoustic investigations according to ISO 15 666
in the persons homes after a period (a year or so) with stable noise conditions. Respondents should be asked the question: “Thinking about the last (… 12 months or so…), when
you are here at home, how much does noise from (… noise source…) bother, disturb, or
annoy you?” – The respondents give their answers on semantic and numerical categorical
scales.
The words of the verbal scale are (Danish translations in parentheses):
− Not at all (Slet ikke)
− Slightly (Lettere)
− Moderately (Moderat)
− Very (Kraftigt)
− Extremely (Ekstremt)
... annoyed.
The process of translating these words into Danish is described in reference [24]
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The categorical scale is shown in Figure 8

Not
at all

0

Extremely

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Figure 8
The 11-point categorical scale from 0-10 according to ISO 15 666.

Often the answers are expressed as
− The percentage of highly annoyed (%HA): The percentage of people giving an answer
in the verbal categories Very (kraftigt) and Extremely (Ekstremt) and the numerical
categories 8, 9 and 10
− The percentage of (at least) annoyed (%A): The percentage of people giving an answer
in the verbal categories Moderately (Moderat), Very (kraftigt) and Extremely (Ekstremt) and the numerical categories 5 to 10
− The percentage of (at least) little annoyed (%LA): The percentage of people giving an
answer in the verbal categories Slightly (lettere) and above and in the numerical categories 3 to 10.
From socio-acoustic surveys it is known that besides the noise level, a number of moderators, among these the type of noise, are an important. The influence of the type of noise
source is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9
The relation between the day-evening-night level Lden in dB (A-weighted and time weighted
sound pressure level) and the percentage of highly annoyed for different noise sources
(shunting is the moving and coupling train wagons together). The LAeq of the wind turbine
noise at 8 m/s is converted to Lden by adding 6,4 dB. The data for wind turbines are extrapolated above 50 dB and the data for the other sources are extrapolated under 45 dB.
The figure is based on data from reference [42].

Perception of a sound is something else than annoyance, but the sound shall be perceived,
i.e. above the hearing threshold to be able to give rise to a noise annoyance.
A first step toward a conclusion whether low frequency noise from wind turbines can
cause annoyance will be to find out if the sound is audible.

4.

Audibility of broad band noise near the hearing threshold
It is often seen that spectra of wind turbines are shown together with the hearing threshold
and that conclusions are drawn on basis of a direct comparison of the spectra and the hearing threshold. In Figure 10 a number of spectra of the same wind turbine sound is shown
with different resolution. (This turbine will be referred to as the 1.3 MW reference turbine)
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Figure 10
Spectra with different resolution of the noise from a 1,3 MW wind turbine, referred to a
distance of 280 m (measured at 70 m). The abscissa is the level per effective analysis
bandwidth. The hearing threshold is also shown at the graph. The A-weighted sound pressure level of the noise is 33 dB.

As the curve with resolution 1.3 Hz is less than 10 dB above the hearing threshold the
(wrong) conclusion may be drawn that the turbine hardly was audible at all, and that the
low frequencies are inaudible.
If we look at the 1/1 octave analysis other conclusions may be drawn.
From this example it can be seen that a direct comparison of the hearing threshold and the
spectrum of the wind turbine is not meaningful, so another approach is necessary.
The above mentioned issue have been discussed with a number of researchers (Henrik
Møller, Aaborg University, Torsten Dau, Danish Technical University, Hugo Fastl and
Geoff Leventhall) and solutions have been sought for without result.
Therefore a psychoacoustic “reasonable” procedure is proposed below. It may be characterised as hypothetical in the sense that it has not been verified by listening tests.
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4.1

A “reasonable” procedure for predicting the audibility of broad band sounds
near the hearing threshold for frequencies below 500 Hz

4.1.1

HT-weighting
1. The lines/bands in the frequency spectrum are weighted (attenuated) according to the
inverse hearing threshold; this is called HT-weighting. The attenuation in dB is given by
equations 1-3 that approximates the hearing threshold.
2-20 Hz

Att 2-20Hz = - 1,0183 ⋅10 -2 ⋅ f 3 + 3,8537 ⋅10 -1 ⋅ f 2 - 6,3935 ⋅ f + 133,48

Equation 1

The attenuation in dB in the range dB, 20-200 Hz is given by
20-200 Hz

Att 20-200 Hz = 1,5948 ⋅10 -11 ⋅ f 6 - 1,3537 ⋅10 -8 ⋅ f 5 + 4,5945 ⋅10 -6 ⋅ f 4
- 8,0269 ⋅10 -4 ⋅ f 3 + 7,7761 ⋅10 -2 ⋅ f 2 - 4,2624 ⋅ f + 137,99

Equation 2

The attenuation in dB in the range dB, 200-500 Hz is given by
200-500 Hz Att 200-500Hz = - 1,3635 ⋅10 -7 ⋅ f 3 + 2,2850 ⋅10 -4 ⋅ f 2 - 1,399 ⋅10 -1 ⋅ f + 34,306 Equation 3
The deviation of these approximations from the hearing threshold shown in Figure 3 is less
than 0.4 dB. The attenuation for a number of frequencies is shown in Figure 11.
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Att.
dB
124.3
123.3
122.2
121.0
119.7
118.3
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105.9
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101.9
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93.7
91.4
88.4
84.4
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Hz
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22.4
25.1
28.2
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35.5
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50.1
56.2
63.1
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158.5
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Figure 11
Attenuations for the hearing threshold weighting (HT-weighting) according to
formulas 1-3.
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Figure 12
Same wind turbine noise spectra as shown in Figure 10 with linear abscissa axis. The
right figure shows the HT-weighted spectra.

From the Figure 12 it is still not possible to compare the hearing thresholds with the spectra, bur from the right part it is possible to get an impression of which parts of the spectra
that contributes most to the audibility of the noise.
4.1.2

Energy addition of combined analysis bands
Critical band

0-100 Hz

100-200 Hz

200-300 Hz

300-400 Hz

400-500 Hz

Octaves

0-63

125

250

250

500

1/3 octaves

0-80

100-160

200-250

315-400

500

1/6 octaves

0-90

100-180
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450-506

1/24 octaves

0-98

101-196

201-293

301-390

402-492

FFT analysis

0-99

100-199

200-299

300-399

400-499

Figure 13
Centre frequencies in Hz for bands to be energy added from the HT weighted spectra to
get the total HT-weighted level per critical band. Only analyses with a resolution of 1/3
octaves or better should be used. This “definite” definition of the placement of the critical
bands are for “pragmatic” reasons only. The critical bands of the hearing are not centred
at any specific frequencies but can be placed at any frequency
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From the spectra in the right part of Figure 12 it is possible to calculate the total HT
weighted level per critical band. For this purpose the energy in a number of bands as
shown in Figure 13 have to be added.
The energy addition is made according to the following formula:
n

∑ 10

L crit.band = 10 ⋅ log(

L HT,i
10

)

Equation 4

i =1

Where LHT, i is the HT-weighted level of the i’th frequency band.
It will be seen that the lowest critical band includes both a low frequency and an infrasonic
region. As mentioned in section 3.1 this subdivision is only conventional and there are no
physical, physiological, or psychological reasons to maintain it in the above mentioned
calculations.
A procedure that calculates the critical band level as a continuous function of frequency
would be more in line with the fact that the critical band may be centred at any frequency,
but the above mentioned procedure may be seen as a first attempt to get an overview of the
matter.
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Figure 14
The critical band levels computed from HT weighted frequency analyses of the noise from
the 1.3 MW reference wind turbine shown in Figure 10 and Figure 12. The different
curves are the result of calculations based on analyses with different analysis bandwidths.

From figure 5 it is seen that the 1/24 octave band analysis and the FFT analysis gives the
most consistent results. Due to the fact that the limiting frequencies of the bands from the
other types of analyses does not coincide with the critical bands inaccuracies occur. These
depend on the spectrum shape. For the shown spectrum the inaccuracies for 1/3 band
analysis are less than 2 dB while the errors for the 1/1 octave analysis are up to 5 dB.
Apart from the mentioned inaccuracies the described method makes it possible to compare
spectra measured with different bandwidth in a way that is meaningful in relation to perception, unlike the way the results are displayed in Figure 10.
If the level per critical band is above the hearing threshold, the 0 dB line, it is anticipated
that the sound will be audible if it is not masked by other sounds. This anticipation definitely holds for sounds with dominating tones or narrow noise bands, because the results
just give a direct comparison with the verified threshold shown in Figure 3. For broad
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band sounds without any dominant frequency regions (after the HT-weighting) a check of
this anticipation by listening tests would be desirable.

5.

The audibility of broad band sounds partly masked by other sounds
In the preceding section a method for comparing the wind turbine noise in quiet surroundings with the hearing threshold was defined. If the low frequency noise from a wind turbine is below the hearing threshold (in the relevant context: distance, in or outdoor conditions) this characteristic of the noise will not cause annoyance and the investigation can be
concluded at this point.
In practice there is always some background noise, at least from wind in vegetation and
buildings so the wind turbine noise may not be audible due to masking even if the HTweighted critical band levels are above the hearing threshold.
In general both the wind turbine noise and the background noise is broadband noise types
and the method mentioned in section 3.3 will only give information about the audibility of
tones or narrowband noise from the turbine.
We therefore need to look closer into the subject of the audibility of one broadband noise,
the swishing noise from the turbine, masked by another, the background noise.
In appendix B to reference [50], listening tests for the audibility of wind turbine noise in
the presence of natural urban/suburb background noise was investigated. It was fond that if
white noise shaped to simulate a wind turbine spectrum was used as the primary noise no
definite detection thresholds could be obtained. For recordings of wind turbine noise it was
concluded that a signal to noise ratio of 0 dB in any 1/3 octave was sufficient for detection
of the wind turbine.
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Figure 15
Wind turbine noise spectra (Mod-2) just audible in background noise. From reference
[50].

From Figure 15 it is seen that the audibility of the wind turbine noise is determined of the
signal to noise ratio around 1 kHz, where the bandwidth of 1/3 octave bands are a good
approximation to bandwidth the critical bands. Furthermore it is seen that the signal to
noise ratio is significantly less in the low frequency region for this type of wind turbine.
From a psychoacoustic viewpoint it is obvious that it is difficult to determine a definite
threshold for one stationary noise type masked by another. That requires that the test persons can distinguish between two different noise spectres, which is a difficult task.
Often when detection threshold are determined the test signal is turned on and off at intervals of 250 ms as this is the modulation frequency with the lowest detection threshold, see
Figure 16.
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Figure 16
Just-noticeable degree of amplitude modulation as a function of modulation frequency.
Solid curves: 1 kHz tones. Broken line: White noise [56]. Dotted line: Band limited noise
with a bandwidth of 200 Hz around 1 kHz [57]. For degrees og modulation, m, less than
0,3 the variations in sound pressure levels can be approximated by 17.5m dB.

Figure 16 indicates furthermore that the sensitivity of the modulation of noise increases
with the bandwidth. This effect is shown in more detail in Figure 17

Figure 17
Just noticeable degree of amplitude modulation (modulation frequency 4 Hz) of band pass
noise as function of bandwidth. Thin line: Square wave modulation. Bold line: Sine modulation. Dotted line: To be expected due to masking thresholds. Figure from reference[56].
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From this figure it is clearly seen that the sensitivity for modulation increases with the
bandwidth. The reason is that the statistical amplitude variations for narrowband noise is
perceived more clearly than for broad band noise, and this “eigenmodulation” disturbs the
perception of the amplitude modulation to be tested. This modulation is dependant of the
bandwidth and not of the centre frequency of the frequency band, so even if the underlying
data are not from the low frequency range, the same effect will be expected in this range.
The figure also shows that a square wave modulation is easier detectable than sine wave
modulation.
In reference [22] it was found that the swishing sound from wind turbines is best approximated by sine modulation. For a 75 kW wind turbine, that the swishing sound from the
rotor was most prominent (6-8 dB) in the frequency range 500-2000 Hz with a modulation
frequency of 2.3 Hz. It was also found that the modulations at different 1/3 octave bands
were slightly “mis-alined” in time, corresponding to a frequency modulation.
In reference [25] dealing with wind turbines of 600 kW to 1,3 MW, it was found that the
level variations were most prominent in the frequency range 350-700 Hz (up to 10 dB
variations) with a modulation frequencies in the rance0,8-1,4 Hz. The measuring distances
were 1.5-3 hub heights. (This effect is decreasing somewhat with the distance)
From Figure 17 it is seen that the modulation threshold for this kind of noise is approximately 17% corresponding to a level variation of approximately 3 dB. If a similar level
variation occurs in the low frequency region (0-200 Hz) the detection threshold according
to this figure would be 3.5 dB (20%).
With basis in Figure 17 and the above mentioned data it can be calculated that an amplitude variation of 10 dB of the wind turbine noise will be masked by stationary background
noise in the same frequency range when Leq of the background noise is 2,3-2,7 dB below
Leq of the total noise or when Leq of the wind turbine noise is approximately 0,6-1,6 dB
below Leq of the background noise. These figures calculated from a psychoacoustic background, corresponds well with the listening test results of masking of the wind turbine
noise with background noise referred in Figure 15.
The above mentioned findings can for stable wind conditions be concluded as follows. If
both the wind turbine noise and the background noise are stationary it is difficult to define
a detection threshold. The most sensitive detection of wind turbine noise in stationary
background noise occurs when the noise is modulated (swishing noise). In this case the
limit for detection is when Leq of the background noise is approximately 2,5 dB below Leq
of the total noise or when Leq of the wind turbine noise is approximately 1 dB below Leq of
the background noise.
The conclusion above is in general terms and is not specific for the low frequency range.
As illustrated in Figure 2 the spectra of the wind turbine noise and the background noise
may be different. Therefore we have to take the change of the sensitivity of the hearing in
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the low frequency range into account when we compare the levels of the wind turbine
noise with the levels of the background noise. The phenomenon’s we are discussing in this
section are well above the hearing threshold so the HT-weighting as discussed in section 4
is not relevant in this case.
The A-weighting is used when determining the audibility of tones and narrowband noise
(section 3.3).In section 3.4 it was concluded, that for frequencies and levels relevant for
wind turbine noise the A-weighting does not underestimate the levels at low and infrasonic
frequencies.
A reasonable and on “the safe side” way to compare a wind turbine spectrum with a background spectrum is to compare the critical band levels of the A-weighted spectra. The
critical band levels of the A-weighted spectra are calculated after the same principles as
the HT weighted spectra in section 4.1.2.
The wind turbine is most easily detected if amplitude modulation occurs. If we –again to
be on the safe side - assume that amplitude variations occur also at low frequencies, then
the following rule can be formulated for the Leq values of the critical band levels calculated
from the A-weighted spectra:
− The low frequencies of the wind turbine noise are not audible if the critical band levels
of the A-weighted background noise is less than 2.5 dB below the total noise (wind turbine plus background noise) or
− The low frequencies of the wind turbine noise are not audible if the A-weighted critical
band levels of the wind turbine noise is at least 1 dB below the critical band levels of
the background noise.
To follow the psychoacoustic background optimally this frequency weighting should be
related to the equal loudness curves shown in Figure 4, i.e. a level dependant frequency
weighting. As the main purpose here is to compare the total critical band levels of signals
with somewhat similar spectral shapes, it is found that such a procedure would be to elaborate for this purpose.

6.

Conclusions on audibility of low frequencies from wind turbines
For the purpose of this Technical note the following conclusions in this section will be
used to evaluate the wind turbine noise. A short form of the method is given in the Appendix
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6.1

For stable wind conditions

6.1.1

Is the low frequency wind turbine noise below the hearing threshold?
For any situation, including situations with very low or no background noise (e.g. indoor):
The low frequencies of the wind turbine noise will be regarded to be below
the hearing threshold if the critical band levels found from the HT-weighted
wind turbine spectra is less than 0 dB.
The critical band levels are found as described in section 4.1.

6.1.2

Is the low frequency wind turbine noise below the masking threshold?
In section 3.3 it was found that the tones were below the masking threshold if the Aweighted level of the tone were more than 2 dB below the critical band level the Aweighted spectrum for the critical band around the tone.
If no prominent tones were present then it was concluded for the Leq values of the critical
band levels calculated from the A-weighted spectra that the low frequencies of the wind
turbine noise is not audible if the critical band levels of the background noise is less than
2.5 dB below the total noise or when the critical band levels of the wind turbine noise is at
least 1 dB below the critical band levels of the background noise.
These findings can be merged as follows:
1. In simple cases the spectre of the wind turbine noise and the background noise can
be compared directly and independent of any frequency weighting (the spectra
shall be measured or referred to the same frequency weighting and analysis bandwidth (1/3 octave bands or less):
a. The wind turbine noise will be masked if the levels in all analysis bands of
the wind turbine noise is more than 2 dB below the levels of the background noise
b. If the levels of all analysis bands of the total noise is less than 2 dB above
the background noise then the wind turbine will be masked.
2. If this is not the case, the wind turbine noise may be masked even if the levels of
some analysis bands of the wind turbine exceed the levels of the background noise.
In this case the following rule apply:
The wind turbine noise is masked if the levels of the critical bands of the Aweighted wind turbine noise are more than 2 dB below the levels of the critical
bands of the A-weighted background noise.
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The critical band levels of the A-weighted spectra are calculated after the same
principles as in section 4.1.2
The energy sum of the levels the two lowest critical bands of the A-weighted wind turbine
noise equals in practice LpA, LF, defined in section 3.6.

6.2

For unstable wind conditions
For unstable wind conditions another problem exist: For a specified average wind speed (1
minute averaging time) short term variations (gust of wind of duration less than 10-15 seconds) of the wind speed exist that causes variations of the levels of both the wind turbine
noise and of the background noise. The variations of the A-weighted or the octave band
levels measured with time weighting F are in the magnitude of 5-10 dB. Due to horizontal
and vertical difference in location of the wind turbine rotor and the vegetation generating
the natural background noise, these level variations are not synchronous in time. This
means that the maximum values of the wind turbine noise may occur at times where the
background noise is at minimum and visa versa.
If we want to find out if the low frequencies from the wind turbine is below the hearing
and masking threshold at all times for a specified average wind speed, then the maximum
levels (with time weighting F) of the wind turbine noise should be compared to the minimum levels (expressed e.g. as the L95) of the background noise after the same criteria as
mentioned in section 6.1.
Normally such information is not available in the details (spectral variation with time) so
as a first approximation we will rely on the procedures for stable conditions

7.

Outdoor or Indoor conditions
Wind turbine noise is mainly perceived outdoors, but taken into consideration that the
sound insulation of buildings is low at low frequencies and that the indoor background
noise in some periods are lower than outdoors, then it is relevant to find out if the low frequency noise from the turbines may cause a problem indoor.
In another part of this project the outdoor/indoor sound level differences at low frequencies are measured in five detached houses [14].
To get a first estimate if low frequency noise from wind turbines heard indoor could be a
problem the mean sound level differences shown in Figure 18 will be used
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Figure 18
Average outdoor/indoor sound level differences measured in 3D corners of five 1-2 storey
detached houses. The curves marked “living rooms” and “small-sized rooms are the mean
values of the measurements in these types of rooms.
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Figure 19
Data for the mean curve in Figure 18.

The results in the figure represent the sound level difference between the outdoor free field
and indoor measurements in the 3D corners between to walls and the ceiling. These indoor
positions have been found to give a god estimate of the indoor high-level areas for low
frequency sound.
The mean curve in the figure represents the mean of all measurements in both living rooms
and small-sized rooms (except one atypical room, “Helsinge small-sized). It is seen that
deviations up to 10 dB from the mean curve may occur.
The critical band levels indoor of the two lowest critical bands of the HT-weighted spectra
of the reference turbine (see Figure 10 and Figure 14) are: 0-100 Hz: -7.5 dB, 100-200 Hz:
4 dB.
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Natural background noise
To get an impression whether the natural background noise will mask the wind turbine
noise according to the procedures described in section 6 we will look into the levels of
wind generated background noise in vegetation. We are basically interested in levels representative for the situation as perceived at the nearest residence, i.e. measurement results
from 1-1.5 m height, and as far as possible without contribution from wind-generated
noise in the microphone.
In reference [21] many detailed results about wind noise are given. The measurements are
made in 1.5 m height with an 1” microphone fitted with a 95 mm Ø foam wind screen and
the measured sound pressure levels are related to the wind speed in 10 m height. 1/1 octave spectra in the range 63-8000 Hz and A-weighted levels are available.
Measurements are made in four types of areas:
1. an open golf course (80 m to the nearest trees and bushes)
2. a 5 year old suburban area (8 m to nearest small trees)
3. a 15 year old suburban area (6-8 m distance to 4-6 m high threes)
4. a beech wood (nearest vegetation in 4-5 m distance)
In area 1 and 2 the influence of wind noise in the microphone is seen, - most at the lowest
frequencies. In the areas 3 and 4 the microphone is partly shielded from the wind by the
vegetation so the wind noise in the microphone (at least in the 125 Hz octave) is not
prominent. The increase in the noise level with the wind speed depends on the frequency,
largest up to 6-8 dB pr m/s in the 1 kHz region. In the 125 Hz octave the increase is approximately 3 dB pr m/s.
Unfortunately the windscreen in these measurements is not suitable for lower frequencies
and data below 63 Hz are not published.
Measurements of the natural wind noise in 1 m height are made in relation to the present
project at an average wind speed of 7 m/s at 10 m height. The microphone was fitted with
a double windscreen, the 95 mm foam screen and a 300 mm sphere covered with Rycote
fur cloth. The distance was 5-6 m to a group 4-8 m high bushes and deciduous trees, see
Figure 20. The measurements were made in December (without leaves on the trees) so this
represents a worst case situation in relation to the masking effect for this measuring position.
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Figure 20
The measurement position for the data in Figure 21. In the background of the upper photo
the mast with the wind measuring equipment is seen. Indoor measurements were made in
the most distant part of the building.

The obtained average spectrum is shown in Figure 21
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Figure 21
A-weighted 1/3 octave band spectrum of wind noise in 1m height outdoor at a wind speed
of 7 m/s in 10 m height. The spectrum is the average of 67 1 minute Leq measurements. The
bars at each measuring point is indicating +/- 1 standard deviation. The total A-weighted
level is 45 dB.

The result above are in accordance with reference [21] were A-weighted levels in the
range 47-50 dB at 8 m/s were measured in area 3 at winter time. The A-weighted level is
10 dB higher at summertime in this position, dominated by the frequency range 1-2 kHz
(rattling leaves?). In the 125 Hz octave band the levels are the same for summer and winter
in areas 3 and 4.
The critical band levels for the wind noise in the vegetation are shown in Figure 22.
Critical Band
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Figure 22
Critical band sound pressure levels in dB of the A-weighted and HT-weighted spectra of
the wind noise at a wind speed of 7 m/s, calculated according to the procedures described
in sections 6 and 7. The indoor values are the mean of measurements in four 3D corners.
The LpA, LF of the indoor level is 14 dB and the mean total A-weighted indoor level is 24
dB.
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The indoor HT-weighted levels calculated from the outdoor levels according to sections 6
and 7 are 3 and 13 dB in the two low critical bands. These figures are under the assumption that only contributions from the outdoor wind noise from the vegetation attenuated by
the sound insulation are present. In practice 5-6 dB higher levels are measured. This may
be explained by the difference between the sound insulation used in the calculations and
the actual sound insulation. Another explanation may be that the trees near the house are
sheltered from the wind by the building so that the wind noise near the house is less than
in the open.
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Figure 23
1/3 octave band spectra of indoor background noise in 3D corners. The upper curve is
found by subtracting the sound insulation found in section 7 from the outdoor measured
levels. The indoor DELTA measurement is from the actual building and the indoor AU
measurement is from another building, see section 11.9.
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9.

Annoyance

9.1

Annoyance of noise from wind turbines
The methods described in the preceding sections had the purpose of defining whether the
low frequency broad band noise was audible, either in relation to absolute hearing thresholds or in relation to masking thresholds. In order to cause an annoyance reaction the levels have to be somewhat above the thresholds. This section will look into that issue.
The relations between annoyance and the A-weighted sound pressure levels from wind
turbines in general can be found in reference [42], which is a merge of the data from references [39], [45].
Wind Turbines
50,0
45,0
40,0
Percentage

35,0
30,0
25,0
20,0
15,0
10,0
5,0
0,0
30

35
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% HA
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Figure 24
The percentage of annoyed for wind turbine noise. Lden-values for a wind speed of 8 m/s,
noise. Valid in the range 35-50 dB Lden.
% HA: The percentage of highly annoyed
% A: The percentage of annoyed
% LA: The percentage of slightly annoyed
EA: Estimated annoyance (Ten times the estimated average response on the ISO 15 666
eleven point scale), see section 3.8.
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It should be noted that the abscissa is in DENL (= Lden). For a constant level noise source
Lden = LAeq + 6,4 dB
In reference [41] the annoyance is illustrated as in Figure 25.

Figure 25
Figure from reference [41] Estimated probability of annoyance with wind turbine noise
outdoors, related to the A-weighted sound pressure levels in landscapes of type A (rural,
with low background noise and type B (suburban).

Figure 25 shows that the annoyance is less if the wind turbine noise is partly masked by
background noise. This effect is also found in laboratory experiments (reference [25]).
If the mean of the two curves in Figure 25 is taken and if the two different abscissas are
taken into account the curves in Figure 24 and Figure 25 are not far apart.
The figures above show the general pattern based on the A-weighted levels. If the noise
from a turbine has special annoying characteristics deviating from the average characteristics of wind turbine sound, it must be expected that the curves is displaced to the left.

9.2

Annoyance of low frequency sounds
In laboratory experiments it has been found that the annoyance increases steeper with the
level at low frequencies, see Figure 26.
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Figure 26
The average annoyance ratings (measured in a laboratory) from 18 subjects with normal
hearing on a 15 cm long scale. The stimuli were pure tones at different frequencies. At 1
kHz the stimulus was a 1/1 octave band of noise. From reference [36].

As seen from Figure 4, the lowest frequencies have to have a higher level in order to be
audible. Once they are audible, it is seen from Figure 26 that their annoyance increases
rapidly.
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Figure 27
The relations between sound pressure level and loudness for pure tones. The data in the
figure are found from Figure 4 and Figure 5.
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In Figure 27 the relations between loudness and the sound pressure level are shown. It is
seen that the general tendency is the same as for the relations between annoyance and
sound pressure level. This indicates that also in the low frequency region there are close
relations between loudness and annoyance.
Therefore loudness based methods may give reasonable indications for the annoyance, at
least for noise with similar characteristics in comparable contexts.

10.

Remarks to the literature study
Ideally the comparisons and conclusions of a literature study should be based on reliable
and well documented information suitable for comparison with other studies eventually by
conversions to other situations.
With regard to spectra or other results from measurements of wind turbine noise the following information should be ideally available (The key information is marked with an
asterisk):
1. Measured sound pressure level/spectrum or sound power level/spectrum*
2. Frequency weighting*
3. Background noise level/spectrum*
4. Indoor or outdoor measurements*
5. Analysis bandwidth of spectrum*
6. Measurement distance*
7. Wind speed
8. Measurement direction (upwind, downwind...)
9. Microphone position (on a plate or free field at a specified height)
10. Type of windscreen
11. Height of turbine
12. Number of turbines
13. Wind type (turbulent...)
14. Make and effect of wind turbine(s)
The six key parameters are sufficient if we are satisfied with information of the type:
There were some wind turbines; did they generate low frequency sound of any significance in the surroundings?
If we want more specific information for comparison across references more than the key
information’s may be needed.
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Many references do not provide the key information so comparisons or reference to a
common basis is difficult and time consuming and may only be made by combining information from other sources or by use of general knowledge applied to the specific situation.

11.

Low-Frequency Sound from Wind Turbines
A number of reports and articles on the topic of low frequency sound with relation to wind
turbines are found. A complete list is given in the reference list, section 14. Some of the
most relevant for this project are summed up in the present section.

11.1

Low Frequency Noise and Wind Turbines, British Wind Energy Association [7]
National criteria and research on low frequency noise and wind turbines in a number of
countries is referred (22 relevant references). There is no measurement data. The conclusion is that “research conducted in low frequency noise on modern wind turbines has
shown that the levels of low frequency noise have been below accepted thresholds, and is
therefore not considered to be a problem”.

11.2

The measurements of low frequency noise at three UK wind farms
Hayes McKenzie partnership, [11]
Measurements of noise levels have been undertaken at three different sites where low frequency noise from wind farms/turbines has been mentioned by the press as a source of annoyance. Some of the results from this report are also given in reference [10].
The conclusion of the report is that the low frequency noise is measurable, but below the
DEFRA Night time Low Frequency Noise Criterion Shown in Figure 28.
When assessed in accordance with the Danish criterion of LpA, LF = 20 dB, indoor levels do
not exceed 20 dB when measurements are undertaken within rooms with windows closed.
When comparing the measured third octave band levels to the threshold of audibility defined within ISO 226 [15] it is found that the measured levels are just above the threshold.
According to the authors this means that for a low frequency sensitive person, the levels
measured may be audible, but the low frequency noise associated with traffic along local
roads has been found to be greater that that from the neighbouring wind farm.
Not much information is given in the report about wind turbine makes and types, measuring conditions (wind speed, wind direction and distance to the turbines). The measurement
data are total noise (wind turbine noise including background noise). Only for measuring
site 3 the wind turbines are described by its power: The wind farm was commissioned in
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July 2003. Three stall regulated wind turbines each of 1.3 MW capacity are installed. The
closest wind turbine is 1030 metres to the south west.

Figure 28
Infrasound and low frequency criterion curves, among these the DEFRA night time criterion. From reference [11].

The measurements were unattended in the period October to December 2005, but the recordings were listened to, before analysis. The background noise sources for this location
were wind noise in the vegetation, a stream in the valley, a washing machine, snoring and
movements of the inhabitants and noise from a near by class B road.
The location of the dwelling is within a valley, at 180m AOD (height above sea level)
which affords a high degree of shelter during easterly and westerly wind conditions. The
wind farm is located 300-320 m AOD. Within the valley is a stream which depending
upon the flow of water may become the dominant noise source within the vicinity of the
dwelling.
In general the levels of external noise for site 3, location 1 when the wind farm was considered to give rise to audible noise within the dwellings and specifically identified by the
occupants was LAeq, 10 minute: 40-45 dB, LA90, 10 minute: 39-40 dB, irrespective the existing
background level.
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The data presented below represents the noise levels measured when wind speed at the site
were 9.1 m/s, average generating capacity of the site was 632 kW and the wind from the
SW, i.e. a downwind situation. However, when the authors listened to the internal recordings, even with high gain, they found it difficult to discern any noise associated with
the operation of the wind turbines.
Listening to the indoor recording indicates that the modulation of the wind turbine noise
was just audible above the sound of water in the stream. The outdoor recording indicated
that the wind turbine noise was just audible through the masking by the wind in the trees
and the sound from the stream. There was a washing machine operating, but the analysis
was made in a period where it was not audible.

Figure 29
Sample of internal sound pressure levels of the total noise (wind turbine wind in the trees
and sounds from a stream) in a down wind situation from the turbines.

The sample in Figure 29 is characterized by the authors as below the DEFRA night time
criteria and above the ISO threshold in the 100-500 Hz range.
The critical band levels for the total noise according to section 6.1.1 is given in Figure 30.
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Figure 30
HT weighted critical band levels of the total noise shown in Figure 29. LpA, LF = 15 dB

The conclusions made by the authors are confirmed by the data in Figure 30.
This conclusion is that low frequency noise is audible in this case, but it is not quite clear
if the contribution from the wind turbines is the main contributor to the measured levels.
The sound insulation of the residence and the vegetation noise may deviate from the conditions for the data for wind generated vegetation noise shown in Figure 22 (HT weighted
indoor levels of -3 dB and 7 dB in the two lowest critical bands) but the results shown in
Figure 30 are thought-provoking close to these numbers.
The conclusion of this study may be relevant for the actual installation and residence, but
the sound level data behind is not suitable for a general conclusion and calculation of the
low frequency emission from the turbines.
It should be noted that it is mentioned in the report, that another characteristic, the low frequency amplitude modulation of the wind turbine noise (blade swishing) is a characteristic
that may give rise to complaints. (Maybe this characteristic is called low frequency sound
by some neighbours to wind turbines?) A separate report on this effect is issued [33], but it
is not the topic of the present study.

11.3

Acoustic and Geophysical Measurement of Infrasound from Wind farm Turbines
Hepburn, Howard G. [13]
Measurements were made in two distances and three wind conditions from Castle River
wind farm, Alberta with 1 Vestas V44, 600 kW unit with a 40 metre tower and 59 Vestas
V47, 660 kW units with 50 metre towers, with the entire wind farm in operation and with
the entire wind farm stopped. Data were collected by thirty microphones and thirty geophones and a Brüel & Kjær 2260 Sound Level analyzer in the frequency range 6.3-200 Hz.
The B&K 2260 analyzer was placed 50 m from the nearest line of turbines and 1,25 m
above the ground. The microphone was fitted with a 90 mm acoustic grade windshield.
The measurement and the documentation is comprehensive and some of the results are
shown in Figure 32. Only the wind speed and wind direction is not documented directly in
the article.
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Figure 31
Castle River wind farm. It is seen that the landscape is open and slightly hilly, with low
vegetation without threes and bushes.

The wind speed is characterized as three ranges:
- Low or no wind: The wind turbines will either be stationary or will be idling without generating power. It can be presumed that the wind turbine will have little or
no effect on the existing background noise level
- Medium wind: The turbine just starts to generate power and slightly above. Medium wind speed (6-10 m/s) are the most critical, as far as audibility is concerned.
- High wind: The increase in sound generated by the turbines is less than the increase in background noise level. The rate of increased sound generation decreases
at higher wind speed.
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Figure 32
Measuring results from reference [13] . In each figure there are curves for the turbines on
and off. Left side figures are 50 m from the line of turbines right side figures are 1000 m
from the line of turbines. Top figures are low wind speed, middle figures are medium wind
speed and the bottom figures are high wind speed.
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Apparently the data are relevant, but there seems to some unusual findings in the data. For
the upper right figure (low wind, 1000 m) and the lower left (high wind, 50 m) the noise
with the turbine on is less than with the turbines off. Furthermore the level for high wind
conditions (lower figures) at the lowest frequencies at 50m are around 70-75 dB while the
same levels at 1000 m are in the range 70-79 dB. The author concludes that some attenuation of the wind noise occurs when the wind farm was operating in low and high winds.
Other data for nominally the same conditions but deviating up to 10 dB from the data
shown in Figure 32 are shown in the article. One may have a suspicion that data files for
different wind speeds are compared and that wind generated noise in the microphone may
have played a role. In reference [20] microphone noise with the same kind of wind screen
(95 mm Ø foam screen) measured at night 1,5 m above the ground at an open golf course
was found to 31 and 48 dB in the 125 Hz octave band at wind speeds of 6 and 8 m/s in 10
m height. As the spectrum is relatively flat in that range this corresponds to 26 and 43 dB
in the 125 Hz 1/3 octave band. In the medium wind situation of Figure 32 this corresponds
well to the measured background noise (32 dB at 125 Hz), but in the high wind condition
(lower right) the “turbine noise” is of the same magnitude (45 dB), so some of the noise
measured here may be wind generated noise in the microphone.
It is seen, that in general, the relative low frequency content is larger in the background
noise that in the noise from the turbines.
If data from the middle figure in Figure 32 (medium wind, 50 m) is corrected to 1 turbine
(i.e. – 4,3 dB dB) in 6 hub heights distance (-12,5 dB) from the turbine we get the figures
in Figure 33.

Critical Band
0-100 Hz
100-200 Hz

A-weighted
Outdoor
22 (27)
27 (32)

HT-weighted
Indoor
8 (13)
12 (17)

Outdoor
11 (16)
21 (26)

Indoor
-4 (1)
6 (11)

Figure 33
Critical band sound pressure levels in dB of the A-weighted and HT-weighted outdoor and
indoor spectra of the wind turbine noise in Figure 32, corrected to one wind turbine in 6
hub heights distance according to the results of reference [13].The numbers in the brackets are explained in the text.

From the numbers in Figure 33 the outdoor low frequency A-weighted sound pressure
level, LpA, LF , is 28 (33) dB and the indoor LpA, LF is 13 (18) dB.
DELTA have made accredited measurements on the same type of wind turbines, documented in reference [51]. According to these measurements the LpA, LF in 6 hub heights
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distance can be calculated to 33 dB for a wind speed of 8 m/s in 10 m height. As this figure stems from accredited measurements with traceable instrumentation measured with the
microphone on the ground (i.e. less wind noise in the microphone) these measurements are
believed to be highly reliable. If the results in Figure 33 are 5 dB higher, then the results
will be as the figures in the brackets.
From the figures in the brackets the following conclusions can be drawn by comparison
with the background noise (Figure 22):
- The outdoor and indoor critical band low frequency levels of the HT-weighted
spectrum are above the hearing threshold (0 dB).
- Outdoor the low frequency noise is masked by the standard background noise
(Figure 22)
- Indoor the wind generated standard background noise will not mask the wind turbine noise, but the level is below LpA, LF = 20 dB

11.4

Infrasound from Wind Turbines – Facts, Fiction or Deception
Dr. Geoff Leventhall [31]
This paper gives some basic information’s about infrasound and low frequency sound the
hearing threshold from reference [52](Watanabe & Møller) is also shown. A spectrum
measured 65 m from a 1,5 MW wind turbine is also shown. There are no information’s
about the height and make of the turbine, the microphone position (plate on the ground or
free field), direction of measurement (upwind or downwind) or the type of microphone
windscreen.
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Figure 34
Spectra of wind turbine noise (upper curve) and background noise (lower curve) measure
65 m from a 1,5 MW turbine on a windy day . Stars indicate the hearing threshold. The
figure is from reference [31]

From the figure it is seen that the spectral shape of the background noise and the wind turbine noise are very similar, with a relative slightly more low frequency content in the
background noise.
In the article it is concluded that:
-

Frequencies below 40 Hz cannot be distinguished from the background noise due
to wind

-

It has been shown above that there is insignificant infrasound from wind turbines
and that there is normally little low frequency noise.

-

Turbulent air inflow conditions cause enhanced levels of low frequency noise,
which may be disturbing, but the overriding noise from wind turbines is the fluctuating audible swish, mistakenly referred to as “infrasound” or “low frequency
noise”. Objectors uninformed and mistaken use of these terms, which have acquired a number of anxiety-producing connotations, has led to unnecessary fears
and to unnecessary costs, such as for re-measuring what was already known, in order to assuage complaints.
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Attention should be focused on the audio frequency fluctuating swish, which some
people may well find to be very disturbing and stressful, depending on its level.”

In order to compare the measured data to a common reference the critical band levels in
Figure 35 have been computed under the following assumptions:
-

The fine structure of the spectra in Figure 34 suggest an analysis bandwidth of approximately 2 Hz

-

The hub height of the turbine is set to 65 m (normal heights for 1,5 MW turbines
are in the range 46-85 m)

-

The background noise in the area is independent of the distance to the turbine

-

The sound insulation is as specified in Figure 19.

Crit. Band
0-100 Hz
100-200 Hz

A-weighted outdoor levels
Back ground Wind turbine
33 (28)
21
(34)
26

HT-weighted outdoor levels
Back ground Wind turbine
21
10
21

HT weight indoor
Wind turb.
-5
6

Figure 35
Critical band sound pressure levels in dB of the A-weighted and HT-weighted outdoor
spectra of the noise in Figure 34, corrected to 6 hub heights distance .The figures in the
brackets are the background noise measurements from section 8 . The indoor LpA, LF = 13
dB for the wind turbine noise.

From the figures in Figure 30 it can be concluded, that at a distance of 6 hub heights, the
indoor levels are just above the average threshold. It can also be seen that outdoor the low
frequency noise from the wind turbine will be masked by the outdoor background noise.
When the masking outdoor is related to the same low frequency critical bands and not
masking from bands of higher frequencies, the wind turbine noise will also be masked indoor.
With reservations for the correctness of the presumptions made, the conclusion is that the
low frequency noise from the wind turbine is not audible at a distance of 6 hub heights
(390 m).
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Human response to wind turbine noise – perception, annoyance and moderating
factors. Eja Pedersen [41]
This doctoral thesis focuses on the community response on the noise from wind turbines. It
gives data for the dose-response in terms of A-weighted levels and has investigated moderating factors for the response. No measurements of noise characteristics such as tones
and low frequency content have been performed, so the conclusion on these effects are
based on the response in interviews and questioners.
The wind turbines in this study was in the range 225-1500 kW.
Figure 36 shows a list of descriptors of sound characteristics and their correlation with the
annoyance response.

Figure 36
Table from reference [41] showing the correlations (Spearmans’s rank correlation test)
between noise annoyance and the response on sound characteristics questions based on
respondents who noticed wind turbine sound. n is the number of respondents in the two
surveys.

It is seen that “Swishing sound” is the highest ranking and that “Low frequency” is one of
the two lowest ranking sound characteristic descriptors in relation to annoyance. It should
be remembered that these data is the response on questionnaires. The actual occurrence of
these characteristics has not been investigated by measurements.

11.6

An investigation into wind farms and noise
The Noise Association. John Stewart, July 2006, reference [49]
This report deals with noise annoyance from wind turbines in general. It is based on a literature study and a number of measurements.
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There are references to some socio acoustic studies on annoyance of wind turbine noise in
general [39], [40] and [55]but they contain no specific information on low frequency
sound.
It is stated in the report that “Wind turbines also produce low-frequency noise. When the
wind and turbulence are high, the movement of the turbine’s blades through the air can
produce low-frequency noise. Wind farms sited on the very top of hills are particularly
prone to such turbulence.”
With reference to Geoff Leventhall,’s paper at the Berlin conference 2005 [22] it is stated:
“...there are circumstances in which turbines produce increased levels of low frequency
noise. This is mainly when inflow air to the turbine is very turbulent and there are interactions between the blade and the turbulence.”
With regard to measurement data, reference is given to [47]. The following levels are
stated for a wind farm with about 10 turbines, 100m from the nearest turbine:
1/3 oct. band Hz.
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Figure 37
Sound pressure levels pr 1/3 octave band measured 100m from the nearest turbine. Frequency weighting, wind speed, wind direction, background noise and turbine type is not
reported. The hearing threshold is according to Figure 3.

100 m from the nearest turbines the low frequency levels were low. The level in this range
was in line with the level with the turbines stopped, so the low frequency noise from the
turbines might have been even lover than stated.
The Noise Association have also made measurements around three wind farms in Cornwall and Wales. The results are referred in the report.
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1/3 oct. band Hz.
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Figure 38
C-weighted sound pressure levels pr 1/3 octave band. The figures represent the lowest and
the highest values. The distances were within about one and a half miles of the turbines.
The distance to the turbines for the indoor measurement was two(?) miles. The background noise levels and wind turbine type is unreported.

11.7

Do wind turbines produce significant low frequency sound levels
G. P. van den Berg, reference [6]
Outdoor measurements were made of the noise from a wind turbine park with ten turbines
in the first row and 7 turbines in a second row. The power of each turbine was 2 MW, the
hub height was 100 m and the rotor diameter was 70 m. Measurements shown in were
made in front of a dwelling and the results are corrected to free field. The distance was
750 m to the nearest row of turbines. There are no indications of the average wind
speed for the measurements.
In the article 1/3 octave band spectra of the turbine noise are shown. Similar spectra for the
background noise are not shown in the article.
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Figure 39
Line curves: 1/3 octave band spectra of the noise measured outdoor 750 m from the nearest wind turbines in a wind park with seventeen 2 MW turbines. Left axis (in dB): 200 consecutive, un-weighted and 1 second spaced 1/3 octave band levels (thin lines), and average
spectral level (thick line) near dwelling. Right axis: Coefficient of correlation (line with
markers) at each 1/3 octave band frequency between all 200 1/3 octave band levels and
overall A-weighted levels.

The author concludes:
“It is clear from the spectra that most energy is found at lower frequencies. This does not
imply it is relevant for hearing as human hearing however is relatively insensitive at low
frequencies. Indeed, the correlations show that most audible energy near the turbines is
contained in the 1/3 octave band levels with frequencies from 400 through 3150 Hz (where
σ> 0.4). For the sound at the façade this is one octave lower (200 - 1600 Hz) because
higher frequencies were better absorbed and now contributes less to the sound energy as
they do near the turbines.... It is clear that the sound below appr. 20 Hz must be considered
inaudible for even well hearing people, even when one stands close to the turbine. Sound
levels above the low frequency range but below appr. 1000 Hz are dominant with respect
to audibility.”
“Turbines produce low-frequency sounds, but it has not been shown that this is a major
factor contributing to annoyance. Sound from wind turbines involves several sound pro-
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duction mechanisms related to different interactions between the turbine blades and the air.
Low-frequency sound is predominantly the result of the displacement of air by a blade and
of turbulence at the blade surface.
... the low blade-passing frequency modulates well audible, higher frequency sounds and
thus creates periodic sound. This effect is stronger at night because in a stable atmosphere
there is a greater difference between rotor averaged and near tower wind speed. Measurements have shown that more turbines can interact to further amplify this effect.
... The increased annoyance has not been investigated as such, although there are indications from literature that this effect is relevant. It is of increasing relevance as the effect is
stronger for modern (that is: tall) wind turbines.”
The mean data from Figure 39 has been digitized and is presented together with the natural
background noise from DELTA’s measurements, see section 8.
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Figure 40
1/3 octave band spectra of the noise measured outdoor 750 m from the nearest wind turbines in a wind park with seventeen 2 MW turbines. The data are the same as in Figure 39
and in Figure 21 (background noise measured by DELTA in another site).
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If the background noise measured by DELTA (Figure 22) is representative, then the turbine noise is above the background noise. It is also seen that the spectral shape of the
background noise is similar to the shape of the wind turbine noise.
The data for evaluation of the audibility is shown in Figure 41

Critical Band
0-100 Hz
100-200 Hz

A-weighted
Outdoor
25
34

HT-weighted
Indoor
12
19

Outdoor
15
28

Indoor
0
13

Figure 41
Critical band sound pressure levels in dB of the A-weighted and HT-weighted outdoor and
indoor spectra of the wind turbine noise in Figure 32, corrected to one wind turbine in 6
hub heights distance. Total outdoor sound pressure level = 43 dB(A).
Indoor LpA,LF = 20 dB, calculated according to section 7.

The following conclusions can be drawn by comparison with the background noise (Figure
22):
- The outdoor and indoor critical band low frequency levels of the HT-weighted
spectrum are above the hearing threshold (0 dB).
- Outdoor the low frequency noise is masked by the standard background noise
(Figure 22)
- The wind generated standard background noise will not mask the wind turbine
noise, but the level is not above a limit of LpA, LF = 20 dB.

11.8

Auralisation and assessment of annoyance from wind turbines
Søren Vase Legarth, Reference [26]
This reference deals with a laboratory study of annoyance. Among other things a metric
for the swishing sound is developed. The paper is based on the report [25].
It was found that for large modern turbines the most modulated range was the frequency
band 350-700 Hz. In an earlier study from 1996, reference [45], it was found that the
smaller turbines, which were common at that time, had maximum modulation in the range
around 1 kHz. This means that the swishing sound from modern turbines has a one octave
lower pitch than the older turbines.
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Although this characteristic has a lower pitch it is not a characteristic in the low frequency
range. Anyway this effect may erroneously be called low frequency by some people in
connection with the sound from the large turbines.
Together with the slower rotation speed this is a noticeable change of the sound characteristic from the larger wind turbines.

11.9

Vurdering af lavfrekvent støj og infralyd fra decentrale el-producerende anlæg
Christian Sejer Pedersen og Henrik Møller, reference [38]
Measurements have been made on a number of electricity producing units; some of these
were wind turbines. Here we will focus on one site with 8 turbines around a building with
an office. During the measurements there was a positive wind direction composant from
the turbines 3, 4, 7, and 8 to the building. The types of turbines and the distances can be
seen in Figure 42.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Make & Power
Bonus, 1 MW
NEG Micon, 2.5 MW
V80 offshore, 2 MW
V80 offshore, 2 MW
NEG Micon, 2.75 MW
NEG Micon, 2.75 MW
NEG Micon, 2.75 MW
NEG Micon, 2.75 MW

Distance , m
ca. 675
430
90
420
ca. 700
470
200
450

Figure 42
Wind turbines and distances to the building at the selected site from the report.

Measurements were made for three situations in three positions in the building.
LpA,LF, dB
Pos.1 Pos. 2 Pos.3 Energy mean
1. All turbines running
20
20
19
20
2. Turbines 3 and 7 stopped.
12
14
11
13
3. Background noise, all turbines stopped
9
9
4
8
Situation

Figure 43
The measuring situations and the levels measured in the three positions. The wind speed
varied from 5,4 to 7,8 m/s with a mean of 6,6 m/s during the measurements.
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In the following we will look closer on position 1 because the levels here are closest to the
mean.

Figure 44
Figure from the report: 1/3 octave band spectra of the noise from the wind turbine park
(see Figure 42) with 8 turbines running (situation 1, position 1) measured inside the building. The distance to the nearest 2 MW turbine is 90 m. The broken line is the hearing
threshold for pure tones.
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Figure 45
1/3 octave band spectra of the noise from the wind turbine park (see Figure 42) in measuring position 1) measured inside the building. The “all turbines” data are the same as in
Figure 44

From Figure 45 it is seen in the frequency range 10-300 Hz the spectra for the three situations have a very similar shape. It is also seen that in almost all 1/3 octave bands the noise
from the turbines 3 and 7 are dominating. In the “all turbines” situation we may regard the
noise from the other turbines (except 3 and 7) as background noise and we may correct for
it, when we get the data in.
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Figure 46
Measured indoor 1/3 octave band spectra (position 1) for turbines 3 and 7 referred to 6
hub heights (540 m). The dotted curve in the left figure is the measured background noise.
To the right the HT-weighted spectrum.

The hub heights of the turbines are not reported, but for this size of turbines it is usually
80-100 m. A hub height of 90 m is used for the calculations (both turbines are “moved” 6
times further away in the calculations).
From Figure 46 it is seen that at 6 hub heights distance the turbines will hardly be audible
indoor. If we anticipate they emit the same sound power, then the contribution from the
furthest turbine to the total noise is approximately 1 dB. On the other hand the wind speed
is only 6.6 m/s so the noise may be slightly less that at 8 m/s. Therefore it is assumed that
the noise from turbine 3 at 8 m/s is the same as shown in Figure 46.
The data for evaluation of the audibility is shown in Figure 47
Critical Band
0-100 Hz
100-200 Hz

A-weighted
Backgrnd noise
4
3

Wind turbine
-2
5

HT-weighted
Backgrnd noise
-9
-2

Wind turbine
-15
0

Figure 47
Critical band sound pressure levels in dB of the A-weighted and HT-weighted indoor spectra of the background noise and wind turbine noise in Figure 46,(~ turbine 3 in 6 hub
heights distance, see text). The indoor LpA,LF is 6 dB for the wind turbine and 7 dB for the
background noise.
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From Figure 47 it is seen that the low frequency components in the range 100-200 Hz of
the wind turbine noise is just at the average hearing threshold.

Sound Pressure level, dB
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Figure 48
Comparison of the 1/3 octave band levels for turbine 3 (2 MW) with the data for one turbine (2 MW) from section 11.7 converted to indoor levels according to section 7. Both in 6
hub heights distance.
From Figure 48 it is seen that the general shape of the spectra are similar, but the average
difference between the curves is 15 dB. This relatively large difference may be explained
by differences in wind speed and wind direction and different sound insulation in the site
used for the actual measurements and the average sound insulation stated in section 7.

11.10 Overview and conclusions
The most relevant data from the previous sections ar shown in Figure 49.
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Figure 49
Overview over data from the previous sections. Background noise levels are shown in red.
The wind turbine levels refer to a distance of 6 hub heights.

According to the method described in Appendix the sound in a critical band is below the
hearing threshold if the HT-weighted level in the band is below 0 dB. It is seen, that neither the background noise nor the wind turbine noise will be audible indoor in the lowest
critical band (0-100 Hz). In the 100-200 Hz band the indoor levels are slightly above the
hearing threshold in silence. The indoor HT-weighted levels of the backround noise may
be of the same magnitude as the wind turbine noise in this band.
Outdoor, the A-weighted level from the turbines in the lowest band (0-100 Hz) is masked,
as the levels are more than 2 dB below the background noise (see Appendix). In the 100200 Hz band the loudest wind turbine is only 2 dB above the masking limit.
It is assumed that indoor the same relations between wind turbine noise and masking from
natural background noise will apply. Hereto comes masking from indoor sources.
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Low frequency content compared to other sources
Like many other noise sources wind turbines emit low frequency noise to some extent as
we have seen. Figure 50 shows the magnitude of the LpA, LF levels from a number of
sources compared to a typical 3.6 MW wind turbine.

Busy city street, outdoor
Truck passing, 2m
On bridge over motorway
Light industrial area with truck 50m
Light industrial area
Motorway, 225m, outdoor
3.6 MW wind turbine, 250m, outdoor
Suburb area, outdoor
3.6 MW wind turbine, 600m, outdoor
3.6 MW wind turbine, 1800m, outdoor
3.6 MW wind turbine, 2600m, outdoor

Inside car. Rock on the radio
Inside passenger car, 80 km/h
Inside stopped IC3-train, idle
Inside running IC3-train
Inside passenger car, idle
Oil-fired burner, 1m indoor
Truck, idle. Measured in office next to.
Dishwasher, 0.6m
Busy city street indoor
3.6 MW wind turbine, 600m, indoor
Refrigerator, 0.5 m. Indoor

0

10

20

30

40
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70
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90

LpA,LF [dB re 20µPa]

Figure 50
Examples on A-weighted low frequency levels LpA, LF from a number of indoor and outdoor
sources. From reference [1].

It is seen that at distances at 6 hub heights (600m) or more the wind turbine is among the
sound sources with the least contribution to the LF-noise indoor and outdoor.
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Conclusions
There is no approved or standardized method to evaluate the audibility of low frequency
broad band (wind turbine) noise and the masking effects from the (natural) background
noise (mainly wind generated noise in the vegetation). Therefore a psychoacoustic reasonable method has been proposed and is used in the assessment.
In another part of this project the low frequency sound insulation has been investigated.
There are large differences in different houses and rooms, and the large difference makes it
difficult to give very conclusive statements about indoor audibility and annoyance. It has
been chosen to give general statements based on the average. The actual situation on specific sites has to be investigated individually.
Also the background noise (wind noise) varies considerably with the location, type of
vegetation and the time of year. A winter situation without leaves on the trees has been
chosen as a worst case.

13.1

Characteristics of Wind Turbine Noise
The noise from modern large wind turbines is dominated by the aerodynamic noise from
the blades rotating in the air. As the blades pass through different wind speeds (and maybe
also because of (distance differences and Doppler effects) the mid and high frequency
aerodynamic noise is modulated by the low blade passage frequency. This low frequency
modulation (1 Hz) may have caused some confusion about infrasound.
There seem to be solid evidence and general agreement among researchers and technicians
that wind turbines do not emit audible infrasound. The levels are far below the hearing
threshold.
Audible low frequency sound occurs both indoor and outdoor, but the levels are in general
close to the hearing and/or masking threshold. Many other noise sources e.g. road traffic
emit low frequency noise. For road traffic noise (in the vicinity of the roads) the low frequency noise levels are higher both indoor and outdoor. In general the noise in the critical
band up to 100 Hz is below both thresholds, but the level in the 100-200 Hz critical band is
audible for normal hearing persons if no other sound than the natural background noise is
masking the wind turbine noise. At a distance of 6 hub heights it seems that in average the
noise levels from the turbines are close to the Danish outdoor noise limits, but in all cases
the indoor limit for LpA, LF seem to be observed.
Data collected from DELTA earlier test reports (not made for this specific purpose) seem
to show that turbines larger than 2 MW electrical power in average give slightly higher
sound power levels than the smaller turbines. Apart from low frequency tones from some
prototype turbines the low frequency part of the spectrum is not more dominant for the
larger turbines.
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The swishing sound from the blades is noted by a number of authors. It is found that for
large modern turbines the most modulated range is the frequency band 350-700 Hz. In an
earlier study from 1996, it was found that the smaller turbines, which were common at that
time had maximum modulation in the range around 1 kHz. The swishing sound is actually
more low frequent, but it is not in the low frequency range. Anyway this effect may be
called low frequency by some people in connection with the sound from the large turbines.
Together with the slower rotation this is a noticeable change of the sound characteristic
from wind turbines.
Tones may occur from the turbines but for well designed turbines they are usually not
prominent. The large turbines may have tones of lower frequencies due to the lover rotational speed.

13.2

Annoyance of Noise from Wind Turbines
Curves for the general annoyance of the noise from wind turbines are given in the report. It
has been found (in laboratory experiments) that the annoyance of low frequency sound
increases more rapidly with the level when the sound is audible. This is in good agreement
with the loudness perception for such sounds.
There seem to be agreement that low frequency noise occur, but it is not considered to be a
problem, or it have not been shown that this is a major factor contributing to annoyance.
Audible tones increase the annoyance and they should be avoided.
From a survey it is found that the “swishing sound” is the highest ranking and that “Low
frequency” is one of the two lowest ranking sound characteristic descriptors in relation to
annoyance, and a number of authors mention this effect.
Actually it is recommended that “attention should be focused on the audio frequency fluctuating swish, which some people may well find to be very disturbing and stressful, depending on its level.”
A metric for this effect has been found.

13.3

Further Information Needed
Great effort has been used to find reliable and well documented data and bring them on a
common form for direct comparison.
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Often important information or data is missing in the literature which weakens the conclusions. Especially data on large turbines are missing and data for both indoor and outdoor
conditions are missing. Other parts of this project will remedy this deficiency.
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Appendix – Assessment of the audibility of low frequency sounds
This Appendix describes psychoacoustic reasonable procedures for predicting the audibility of sounds (tones, narrowband or broadband noise) below 500 Hz, may it be absolute
thresholds or masking thresholds.
Furthermore the procedures make it possible to compare frequency analysis made with
different bandwidths in a psychoacoustic meaningful way, by comparing the levels per
critical band.

15.1

Audibility of sounds near the hearing threshold

15.1.1 HT-weighting
1. The lines/bands in the frequency spectrum are weighted (attenuated) according to the
inverse hearing threshold; this is called HT-weighting. The attenuation in dB is given by
equations 1-3 that approximates the hearing threshold.
2-20 Hz

Att 2-20Hz = - 1,0183 ⋅10 -2 ⋅ f 3 + 3,8537 ⋅10 -1 ⋅ f 2 - 6,3935 ⋅ f + 133,48

Equation 5

The attenuation in dB in the range dB, 20-200 Hz is given by
20-200 Hz

Att 20-200 Hz = 1,5948 ⋅10 -11 ⋅ f 6 - 1,3537 ⋅10 -8 ⋅ f 5 + 4,5945 ⋅10 -6 ⋅ f 4
- 8,0269 ⋅10 -4 ⋅ f 3 + 7,7761 ⋅10 -2 ⋅ f 2 - 4,2624 ⋅ f + 137,99

Equation 6

The attenuation in dB in the range dB, 200-500 Hz is given by
200-500 Hz Att 200-500Hz = - 1,3635 ⋅10 -7 ⋅ f 3 + 2,2850 ⋅10 -4 ⋅ f 2 - 1,399 ⋅10 -1 ⋅ f + 34,306 Equation 7
The deviation of these approximations from the hearing threshold is less than 0.4 dB. The
attenuation for a number of frequencies is shown in Figure 51.
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1.6
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2.5
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Att.
dB
124.3
123.3
122.2
121.0
119.7
118.3
116.8
115.2
113.5
111.7
109.8
107.9
105.9
103.9
101.9
99.9
97.9
95.9
93.7
91.4
88.4
84.4

Freq.
Hz
20.0
22.4
25.1
28.2
31.6
35.5
39.8
44.7
50.1
56.2
63.1
70.8
79.4
89.1
100.0
112.2
125.9
141.3
158.5
177.8

Att.
dB
78.2
73.6
69.0
64.3
59.8
55.3
51.1
47.2
43.6
40.3
37.3
34.5
31.9
29.3
26.7
24.1
21.7
19.7
18.1
16.7

Freq.
Hz
200
224
251
282
316
355
398
447
501

Att.
dB
14.4
12.9
11.4
10.0
8.6
7.3
6.2
5.2
4.4

Figure 51
Attenuations for the hearing threshold weighting (HT-weighting) according to
formulas 1-3.

15.1.2 Energy addition of combined analysis bands

Critical band

0-100 Hz

100-200 Hz

200-300 Hz

300-400 Hz

400-500 Hz

Octaves

0-63

125

250

250

500

1/3 octaves

0-80

100-160

200-250

315-400

500

1/6 octaves

0-90

100-180

200-285

320-400

450-506

1/24 octaves

0-98

101-196

201-293

301-390

402-492

FFT analysis

0-99

100-199

200-299

300-399

400-499

Figure 52
Centre frequencies in Hz for bands to be energy added from the HT weighted spectra to
get the total HT-weighted level per critical band. Only analyses with a resolution of 1/3
octaves or better should be used.
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The “definite” definition of the placement of the critical bands, specified in Figure 52, are
for “pragmatic” reasons only. The critical bands of the hearing are not centred at any specific frequencies but can be placed at any frequency
The total HT weighted level per critical band shall be calculated. For this purpose the energy in a number of bands as shown in Figure 52 have to be added.
The energy addition is made according to the following formula:
n

L crit.band = 10 ⋅ log(

∑ 10

L HT,i
10

)

Equation 8

i =1

Where LHT, i is the HT-weighted level of the i’th frequency band.
It will be seen that the lowest critical band includes both a low frequency and an infrasonic
region. This subdivision is only conventional and there are no physical, physiological, or
psychological reasons to maintain it in the above mentioned calculations.
15.1.3 Audibility criterion
The low frequencies of the wind turbine noise will be regarded to be below the hearing
threshold if the critical band levels found from the HT-weighted wind turbine spectra is
less than 0 dB.
This anticipation definitely holds for sounds with dominating tones or narrow noise bands,
because the results just give a direct comparison with the hearing threshold.

15.2

Audibility of sounds partly masked by other sounds
In the preceding section a method for comparing the wind turbine noise in quiet surroundings with the hearing threshold was defined. In practice there is always some background
noise, at least from wind in vegetation and buildings so the wind turbine noise may not be
audible due to masking even if the HT-weighted critical band levels are above the hearing
threshold. In this section a method for finding the audibility of broad band sounds partly
masked by other sounds is defined.

15.2.1 Simple situations
In simple cases where one spectrum is completely above the other the spectre of the wind
turbine noise and the background noise can be compared directly independent of any frequency weighting (the spectra shall be measured or referred to the same frequency weighting and analysis bandwidth (1/3 octave bands or less):
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1. The wind turbine noise will be masked if the levels in all analysis bands of the
wind turbine noise is more than 2 dB below the levels of the background noise
2. If the levels of all analysis bands of the total noise is less than 2 dB above the
background noise then the wind turbine will be masked.
15.2.2 Not simple situations
If it is not the case that one spectrum is completely above the other the spectre, the wind
turbine noise may be masked even if the levels of some analysis bands of the wind turbine
exceed the levels of the background noise.
In this case the spectra shall be A-weighted and the critical band levels of the A-weighted
spectra shall be calculated after the same principles as for the HT weighting described in
section 15.1.1.
The following rule applies for the audibility:
- The wind turbine noise is masked if the levels of the critical bands of the Aweighted wind turbine noise are more than 2 dB below the levels of the critical
bands of the A-weighted background noise.
This rule will also work for the simple situations.

